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Abstract. In this paper, the native characteristic of the potassium channel in the depolarization was considered and
added as an improved term of the deterministic Chay model. The improved model can simulate multi-peak discharge
patterns, including not only the familiar neural discharge patterns but also unusual ones, like the neighbor period
alternating discharge pattern which was only simulated by the stochastic Chay model before. Thus, the chaotic and
stochastic discharge rhythm were effectively integrated into the new improved model. Besides, combining with several
nonlinear time series analysis methods, through qualitative analysis and quantitative calculation, the discharge
characteristics of the two rhythms are explained, which provides an effective method for distinguishing and identifying
the two rhythms.
Keywords: Neural discharge, Deterministic Chay model, ion channel, Chaos, Neural firing pattern, nonlinear time
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1.

Introduction
As the basis of the the nervous system, the neuron plays a crucial role in regulating the lives of higher animals and
human beings[1-4]. The nervous system senses and transmits information through the discharge behavior of neurons.
The basis of neural discharge is ion flow across membranes. In coordination with the complex and non-linear structure
of neurons, the discharge activities also present abundant dynamic behaviors, such as periodic, chaotic, random
discharges and so on[5-9]. Therefore, understanding the nature of neural discharge patterns from the perspective of
dynamics is the basis and key link in the process of further understanding of nerve information processing.
Nervous system information is encoded in rhythm, not frequency. The rhythmic pattern of neural discharge has
become a hotspot in neurodynamics research at all levels[10-11]. Because of the complex dynamical natures, the
discharge rhythm of neural discharge exhibited various patterns and transitions between different patterns. [12-16]. As
widely acknowledged today, charged ion currents, which were caused by the selective permeability transmembrane ion
channels, are the material basis of action potential(AP), which is shown in Fig. 1[17]. In most cases, these channels,
including the most important sodium channel and potassium channel, use special voltage-dependent mechanism to
control ion transmembrane movement. Therefore, some behaviors of ion channels, such as noise, also have important
effects on nerve discharge. In our previous studies, the interesting multi-peak discharge-periodic alternating discharge
rhythm observed in real biological experiments has been successfully simulated by using the stochastic Chay model
with the addition of the overall noise of the ion channel and the noise of the single potassium channel. Our research
specifies the type of noise. However, those same studies have also shown that it seemed like too difficult to identify the
sources and types of ion channel noise in a real neuron system, of course, same difficult to accurately describe or
control the noise. So, in this paper, we changed focus to the ion channels activities at some crucial moments during the
biological generation process of AP.
The nervous system senses and transmits information through the discharge behavior of neurons. Thereof, multi-peak
discharge was considered as a very important mode because underlying abundant information. Many studies proved this
point of view. For example, monkeys' auditory nerves can use the multi-peak discharge to effectively strengthen the
sensitivity to feel external periodic stimulation; something similar happened while observing the relationship between
multi-peak discharge rhythm and temperature regulation in sharks' thermoreceptors[18-19]. Among many
characteristics of multi-peak discharge, determinacy and randomness are two important ones that should be paid more
attention in the studies as its nature dynamics. Nevertheless, irregular and complex multi-peak discharge in experiments
have been considered only abnormal rhythms in many previous research. By combining nonlinear theory with
neuroscience, the chaotic and random neural discharges were recognized in a new way. Some chaotic rhythms mistaken
as random rhythms before were corrected, while the real random neural firing activities, especially induced by noise,
were gradually clearly explained from resonance mechanism[20-22].
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Fig. 1. AP is produced by ionic transmembrane movement [17]

An interesting irregular muti-peak discharge pattern observed in the biology experiment, which seemed as the
rhythm with the composition of random alternation by periodic n and periodic (n+1) bursts, was only simulated by the
stochastic model with noise before. Thus, to study the unification between chaotic and random discharge in the same
bifurcation process, a new research view point was proposed in this paper.
In this paper, a realistic nervous system model, the starting point of experimental nerve in rats, was chosen as an
example to study the complex pattern of neural discharge and analyze its spontaneous discharge rhythm. The improved
deterministic Chay model(DCM) simulated the chaotic discharges defined by the original deterministic model and the
random discharge appearing in the previous stochastic model simulation and unified the two rhythms in the same
bifurcation process. Whether for model simulation data or biological experimental data, we hoped to identify its basic
properties through a series of reasonable index analysis, the basic dynamic properties, such as the identification of the
discharge was deterministic or random rhythm. The discharge rhythm was analyzed by combining the non-linear time
series analysis method with other traditional statistical methods[23-27]. In the relevant research process, the non-linear
time series analysis method could characterize the randomness and certainty of discharge rhythm, and identified its
signal sources. It became a bridge between biological experimental data, model simulation results, and intelligent
algorithm analysis.

2.

Models
2.1 Theoretical model
Chay model is based on the ion channel behavior derivative from Hodgkin-Huxley model, which describes the complex
neural discharge rhythm[5,28]. It can simulate the multiple periodic and chaotic discharges of experimental neural
starting point, the multi-peak discharge situation, and the transition mode between different rhythms, that is, bifurcation
phenomenon. The basis of discharging is the charged ion flow formed by selectively allowing different ions to enter and
exit the cell through various ion channels on the neuron cell membrane. Therefore, from the perspective of ion channel
behavior, it is possible to grasp the mechanism of neural coding, processing and information transmission in essence. The
unification of dynamic concepts and biological phenomena is also achieved through the simulation of Chay model.
In this paper, to research the principle of AP generation, we expand the behavior of potassium channels at the AP
level, and make reasonable assumptions about the probability of potassium channel opening. When the voltage of a
single pulse reaches the maximum, the potassium channel would immediately open. Here, the "immediately" indicated
that the course occurred after the depolarization at once and finished at once before the repolarization. There was almost
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no time delay, just shown as the corresponding time of the tip-top point connecting rising phase and falling phase in
Fig.1. This hypothesis also corresponds to the phenomena observed in real biology. Consistent with the physiological
process, it has exact biological significance. Considering this biological process, we control the realization of this
physiological process by adding inhibitors to the deterministic Chay model. The coefficient 𝑤𝐾 controls the realization
of the process, the second formula of DCM has a value of 1 when the potassium channel opens fully at the moment of
peak. At this time, 𝑤𝐾 should be τn / (𝑛∞ − 𝑛). This constraint only worked at the extreme point and did not work at
any other points, where 𝑤𝐾 = 1. Therefore, an improved deterministic Chay model(IDCM) based on peak constraint is
formed is as follows:
𝑑𝑉
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑔𝐼 𝑚∞3 ℎ∞ (𝑉𝐼 − 𝑉) + 𝑔𝐾,𝑉 𝑛4 (𝑉𝐾 − 𝑉) + 𝑔𝐾,𝐶
𝑑𝑛
𝑑𝑡
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𝐶
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𝜏𝑛

3
= 𝜌(𝑚∞
ℎ∞ (𝑉𝐶 − 𝑉) − 𝐾𝐶 𝐶)

(3)

V, n and C represent cell membrane potential, K+ channel activation probability, intracellular Ca2+ concentration,
respectively. τn is relaxation time. Vc is the equilibrium potential of Ca2+ channel. It is noted that we did not introduce
noise into the model, the improved model is still deterministic. Mannelle numerical integration method is used to solve
the model and the integration time step is 10-3 s. The setting of parameters can be seen in [29].
2.2 Data Analysis Methods
From the perspective of data analysis, many analytical methods have played active roles in the multi-peak discharge
researches, especially in extracting the effective characteristics from the complex neural multi-peak discharges. This
paper synthetically analyzed the randomness of multi-peak discharge produced in experiments and numerical simulation
of mathematical models, summarized its occurrence mechanism, made a qualitative and quantitative analysis of the
randomness of rhythm, which could calculate the randomness of discharge rhythm more effectively and understood the
internal characteristics of chaotic discharge more comprehensively. This analysis point and method also provided
theoretical basis for chaos and stochastic behavior research in real systems.
The whole research process adopts the research method of the combination of biological experiment, mathematical
model numerical simulation and time series analysis was the main method throughout this paper. Taking the mature
experimental neural starting point model as the object of biological experiment data acquisition, the rhythm generated
near the bifurcation point of the same location is unified into a mathematical model for simulation. The interspike
intervals(ISI) series converted from the spike trains were mainly used in the following analysis. A combination of
multiple time series analysis methods, including first return map(FRM), surrogate data(SD), statistical histogram,
nonlinear prediction(NPE), autocorrelation coefficient(ACC), approximate entropy (ApEn) and complexity calculation
was used. All methods are the same as those described in [19].

Results
Both common and unusual multi-peak discharge, which was referred to in [30-31], can be simulated by the improved
model. Here we focused on the discharge which can be simulated only by deterministic model or stochastic model in
the previous studies. Because we found that both of them can be observed in the same one improved model. We can
effectively integrate it into one model when λn=210 with Vc decreased from 300 mV to 0mV. It transitioning from
period-1 bursting, to random alternating rhythms of period 1 and 2 bursts, to chaotic bursting via period-adding
bifurcation, to a sharp "shrinkage", to spiking and ending with period-1 spiking, as shown in Fig. 2. The whole large
background bifurcation shows the typical 'routes' that from period-adding bifurcation to chaos. However, the IDCM
without any noise in this paper simulated the periodic alternation bursting and chaos discharge in the same bifurcation
process, while chaos occurred at the lower periodic bifurcation points.
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Fig. 2. Period-adding bifurcation in the DCM (λn=210)

Here, much more attention had be paid to the discharge at the bifurcation point. In the IDCM, when Vc = 198mV, the
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irregular rhythms composed of random alternation composed of period 1 and period 2 bursts were successfully
simulated. This discharge rhythms can be regarded as the random transition process by period 1 and period 2 bursts, as
shown in Fig. 3(a). From the bifurcation behaviors and the spike trains of the results, this irregular aperiodic firing
activities simulated by the IDCM was as same as the the random multi-mode firing simulated by the formerly reported
stochastic Chay model.
When Vc = 115mV, the chaotic discharge is simulated numerically. It is the transitional discharge rhythm between
period 2 and period 3 bursting in period-adding bifurcation. As shown in Fig. 3(b), besides period 2 burst and period 3
burst, it also includes other periodic rhythms, as shown by the oblique arrow. When Vc = 59mV, chaotic discharge is
also simulated. It is the transition discharge rhythm between period 5 and period 6 bursting in period-adding bifurcation.
As shown in Fig. 3(c), besides period 5 burst and period 6 burst, it also includes other periodic rhythms, as shown by
the oblique arrow.
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Fig. 3. Spike trains of multi-peak discharges in period-adding bifurcation (λn=210). (a) Vc=198, indicate random alternating discharges
of period 1 and period 2 bursting. (b) Vc=115, indicate chaotic discharge between period 2 and period 3 bursting. (c) Vc=59, indicate
chaotic discharge between period 5 and period 6 bursting. The oblique arrow represents other discharge rhythms except for the
discharge rhythm in the transition period.

The differences between the chaotic discharge and the periodic random alternation rhythm were not only reflected in
the spike trains as shown in Fig. 3, but also clearly relected in the FRM as shown in Fig. 4. The FRM of periodic
random alternation rhythm is only a few scattered point clusters, while chaotic discharge has obvious clustered point
clusters or specific special structures. For these two kinds of chaotic discharges, there are some differences, mainly in
the regard at the degree of chaos, as shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. FRM analysis of ISI is done in the IDCM(λn=210). (a) Vc=198, indicate random alternating discharges of period 1 and period 2
bursting. (b) Vc=115, indicate chaotic discharge between period 2 and period 3 bursting. (c) Vc=59, indicate chaotic discharge between
period 5 and period 6 bursting.

The random alternating rhythms between period 1 and period 2 bursting when λn= 210, Vc = 198mV by this new IDCM
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was taken for instance. It had 3 kinds of ISIs, sharing the smallest one by neighboring bursting, shown in Fig. 5 (a) and
(b). ACC decreased from 1 to 0 oscillation with a very short delay, showing a small correlation. ACC was -0.6 when the
lag is 1, and oscillates only near 0 when the lag was larger, which indicated that the rhythm was less autocorrelation,
shown in Fig. 5 (c). NPE was predictable only when step size was 1, while the surrogate data of ISI was unpredictable
regardless of step size, which illustrated in Fig. 5 (d). ApEn was 0.615663, complexity was 0. 733148, it showed that
the rhythm has slightly higher complexity and higher orderliness.
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Fig. 5. The analysis results of ISI time series with random alternating rhythms of period 1 and period 2 in the IDCM(λn=210, Vc=198)
(a) ISI series (b) ISI histogram (c) ACC (d) NPE (red — raw data, black — SD)

Next, we made a non-linear analysis of the chaotic discharge between period 2 and period 3 bursting when λn = 210, Vc
= 115mV in the IDCM. It had 4 types of ISIs bands, the smallest was the shared ISI band, shown in Fig. 6 (a) and (b).
ACC was 0.8 when the lag is 1, and slowly decreased from 1 to 0 with the increase of lag, eventually only around 0,
which indicated that the rhythm was strong autocorrelation, illustrated in Fig. 6 (c). The NPE of ISI was predictable
when step size was small, while the surrogate data of ISI was unpredictable regardless of step size, which illustrated in
Fig. 6 (d). ApEn was 0.323592, complexity was 0.372883, it showed that the rhythm has higher complexity and lower
orderliness.
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Fig. 6. The analysis results of ISI time series with chaotic discharge between period 2 and period 3 in the IDCM(λn=210, Vc=115). (a)
ISI series (b) ISI histogram (c) ACC (d) NPE (red — raw data, black — SD)
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Similar non-linear analysis of chaotic discharge between periods 5 and 6 is carried out as follows in Fig. 7. ApEn was
0.616251, complexity was 0.57694, it showed that the rhythm has slightly higher complexity and slightly higher
orderliness.
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Fig. 7. The analysis results of ISI time series with chaotic discharge between period 5 and period 6 in the IDCM(λn=210, Vc=59). (a)
ISI series (b) ISI histogram (c) ACC (d) NPE (red — raw data, black — SD)

4.

Discussion
In this paper, aiming at some problems in the study of multi-peak neural discharge, based on the physiological
mechanism of AP generation, the improved deterministic Chay model was proposed and the simulated results were
analyzed. By the new improved model, the random and chaotic discharges, which could be simulated only by
deterministic model or stochastic model before, were numerically simulated in only one model. The random alternating
discharge near the bifurcation point contains only two kinds of discharge rhythms near the bifurcation point, not other
rhythms. The chaotic discharge near the bifurcation point contains not only two kinds of discharge rhythms near the
bifurcation point, but also other rhythms. Their most prominent feature is that on the FRM of ISI, the rhythm of chaotic
discharge has an obvious geometric shape, which is roughly "several" distribution. The degree of chaos varies, and the
degree of bending of the geometric shape varies slightly. The complexity and autocorrelation of chaotic discharge
rhythm is smaller than period alternating random discharge rhythm, and the certainty of chaotic discharge rhythm is
stronger. Previous non-linear analysis of periodic alternating events showed that this pattern exhibit a typical
integer-multiple like characteristics and stronger randomness.
The periodic bifurcation process with chaotic discharge can be simulated by the deterministic model, and the
non-periodic can be simulated in the noise-added stochastic model, but the two rhythms are not unified into the same
bifurcation process. In this paper, the improved model unifies the multi-peak discharge rhythm including the chaotic
discharge defined by the original model and the random discharge simulated before in the same bifurcation process.
Combining with various time series analysis methods, the analysis results reflected the randomness of the random
discharge and the chaotic discharge. Through qualitative analysis and quantitative calculation, the discharge
characteristics of the two rhythms are explained for identification. Besides, we found that the random alternating
discharge is short-series alternation in the simulation. In the previous experiments, we also found the long-series
alternating discharge rhythm. Whether it can be simulated in this model needs further study.
The improvement based on the generation mechanism of the AP is simple and intuitive. At the same time, this is the
exact reason that the IDCM without noise here could well simulate the multi-peak discharge, which was recognized as a
stochastic pattern and only simulated by the stochastic neuron model with noise before. Meanwhile, the result provides
the possibility to understand the unity of the uncertainty and randomness in a neuron system in a new light and further
enriched the understanding of the generation mechanism of neuron multi-peak discharge patterns.

5.

Conclusion
Multi-peak discharge has been a very common phenomenon in the previous simulation, but it represents abundant nerve
information transmission. Based on our previous work, we successfully simulated various spontaneous discharging
rhythms and bifurcation processes of experimental nerve starting points using IDCM. The basis of discharging is the
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charged ion flow formed by selectively allowing different ions to enter and leave the cell through various ion channels
on the neuron cell membrane. Therefore, the phenomenon of neural discharge is analyzed from the viewpoint of ion
channel behavior. Considering the effect of the opening of potassium channel on neural discharge after depolarization,
the DCM is improved.
Then, using the IDCM, we simulate several kinds of multi-peak discharge, including the chaotic discharge in the
DCM and the irregular discharge with random alternation between two neighboring bursts like that only simulated in
the stochastic model before. The analysis results showed that the pattern exhibited both deterministic and random
features. In the past, the period alternating discharge was only simulated in the stochastic Chay model but not in the
DCM. The improved model in this paper just unified the different kinds of multi-peak discharge rhythms only simulated
by the original or the stochastic models before into the same bifurcation process by one model. Besides, the action
interval and the intensity of the noise should also affect the simulation results and was difficult to choose artificially in
the previous studies, which was time-consuming, labor-consuming, and easily ignored. However, the IDCM here could
simulate this multi-peak discharge without noise. This paper attempts to discuss the mechanism of multi-peak
discharges from the unification of certainty and randomness. This paper also provides the possibility to understand the
unity of the uncertainty and randomness in a neuron system in a new light.
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